
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1477

Just listen to this!

The four masters are almost paralyzed by fright!

Waste… waste?

The one in front of you can pinch everyone present with one finger.

What kind of thing is Chen Jinxing, dare you say that he is trash?

It is no exaggeration to say that when Lin Fanken came here, Chen

Jinxing and the others’ ancestors’ graves had smoked, but they looked

down on Lin Fan?

Although Zheng Honglian was angry, but because the other party did

not understand Lin Fan, she could only explain:

“Chairman Chen, listen to me, this Mr. Lin is not an ordinary person,

let alone a grandmaster, even a great master can fight!”

just!

Chen Jinxing sneered:

“Zheng Honglian, are you a lie? Can you match the existence of a great

master, which one is not famous?”

“The Great Master in his twenties is really absurd!”

The other big guys also laughed sarcastically:

“In my opinion, I can’t blame the four Patriarchs, I’m afraid they also

let some people who are interested in it deceive.”

When the words fell, everyone now cast contemptuous glances at Lin

Fan, apparently treating him as a liar.

Chen Jinxing snorted directly, and said with a faceless expression:

“If you want to discuss cooperation, then bring a decent strong person,

you can take this waste away!”

“you!”

Zheng Honglian’s face was green with anger. They invited a big backer,

but when they came, they would drive them away?

It’s really kind to be a donkey liver and lungs!

The four of them kindly saved these people, but these people have no

eyes.

Then it is self-inflicted and cannot live.

But just when Zheng Honglian and others were about to leave angrily,

a man walked out from the door.

With scars all over his body, he walked along with tigers, his figure was

exceptionally large, like a mountain, full of a strong sense of

oppression.

As a result, the expressions of a few strong players on the scene

changed drastically!

Because they also smelled a dangerous breath from each other, this

man made them feel very uneasy.

Even if they are both masters, there are strong and weak points, and

the man in front of him is obviously much stronger than them.

There is no doubt that the man in front of him is today’s protagonist…

Li Qiankun!

Seeing Li Qiankun coming, Chen Jinxing was also overjoyed and

walked directly to greet him, with a pleasing smile on his face:

“Master Li, we have been waiting for a long time! This time we have to

rely on your ability in several provinces!”

Everyone got up together and bowed respectfully to Li Qiankun:

“See Master Li!”

That respectful and humble posture was totally different from when he

faced Lin Fan.

This scene made Zheng Honglian and others only find it ridiculous.

The Li Qiankun in front of him is indeed amazing, but at best he is just

a master.

But Lin Fan is the existence that can make the great master kneel down

in just one sentence. They don’t know how to fawn on this existence,

but are so polite to a small master, it’s too funny.

This is really eyeless!

But Li Qiankun was very indifferent in the face of the courtesy of you

big guys:

“I’m not here to help you, I’m only here because I want to see how

amazing Ning Changkong is.”

“After all, Huaxia’s masters are now a group of incompetent waste in

my eyes, which can be destroyed by a finger!”

Wow!

As soon as this statement came out, the audience was in an uproar!

The big guys suddenly looked embarrassed and did not dare to make a

sound, but the grandmasters they brought were full of resentment, and

at this time they also dared not speak.

Chen Jinxing quickly smiled and said:

“Yes yes yes, Master Li, your strength is obvious to all of China, this

time if you take action, then Ning Changkong is a dead end, not worth

mentioning!”

Hear the words!

Ning Changkong also smiled triumphantly:

“That is! Although he is very strong, but when I meet Li Qiankun,

there is only one way to drink hatred!”
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